
More Than One Ever Wanted
To Know About X-Ray Detectors

Part VIII: If I Know It's There,
Why Can't I See It?

D. Clark Tu rne r Ph.D. MOXTEK, Inc.

This month we are going to deviate from Mark Lund's normal discussion
and talk about one of the practical problems that must be considered when
using an x-ray detector on a scanning electron microscope to solve real-world
problems.

Several years ago I worked in the analytical laboratory of a major semi-
conductor manufacturer. One day a process engineer came into the lab and
asked us to develop an analytical method to determine the amount of copper
in an aluminum film on a silicon wafer. The levels of copper would be some-
where between 0.5% and 1.0%. He gave me a sample, saying that he didn't
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know the exact concentration of capper but was certain that it was at least 0.5%.
Well, being smart analytical chemists we determined that we wanted to do

as little sample preparation as possible to get the analysis (we were a little bit
lazy, too, but who isn't?). We fractured the wafer and mounted a small piece for
analysis using the EOS x-ray attachment on our SEM. We knew this wouldn't be
a quantitative analysis, but just wanted to make sure there would be adequate
signal for quantification later. Much to our chagrin there was almost no copper
signal distinguishable above background in the x-ray spectrum that we collected.
This was a particularly disconcerting result because we'd promised the engineer
we'd have a method developed within the week, and now we were going to have
to do some real work! Why couldn't we see the copper in the spectrum?

First you must understand that in order to say conclusively that there is a
peak in the x-ray spectrum, the peak must be statistically "above background"
X-ray events occur in a Poisson distribution, which was discussed by Mark in
Part 2 of this series. The standard deviation of this distribution is the square root
of the counts. In order to say with 98% certainty that a peak is real, the peak
height must exceed the height of the background by 2(background)"'. If the x-ray
counts in a peak exceed the background by 3(background)"~ there is nearly a
99.9% certainty that the peak exists. Since we couldn't see the peak conclu-
sively we either had too much background or not enough peak, or both!

Lefs look at the background side first. If there is no spectral overlap of
characteristic lines and no artifacts in the spectrum, then the main contribution to
the background near the x-ray peak is broadband bremsstrahlung. (I am told that
bremsstrahlung is German for "braking radiation".) Bremsstrahlung radiation is
produced whenever an electric charge changes speed or direction. As SEM
beam electrons interact in the sample, they can approach near enough to the
nucleus of a sample atom to be deflected by its positive charge The resulting
change in direction is an acceleration of the electron, and an x-ray photon is
emitted. This process can occur numerous times until the electron loses all of
its kinetic energy. Occasionally, an electron is brought to rest in a single colli-
sion, and its entire kinetic energy is converted into a single photon of equivalent
energy. So the maximum energy of the broadband bremsstrahlung is equal to
the accelerating potential of the SEM, and the shape of the background contin-
uum is determined both by the accelerating voltage and by the sample material.

Unfortunately, since the production of bremsstrahlung is fundamental to the
physics of the electron-matter interaction, there are very few remedies for reduc-
ing the background. One way to reduce the bremsstrahlung is to reduce the
amount of matter for electrons interaction. Rather than placing the sample on a
typical SEM stub, which is infinitely thick to electrons, the sample can be placed
on a thin polymer film. If the polymer is sufficiently thin then many of the elec-
trons will pass through without losing large amounts of kinetic energy to
bremsstrahlung, significantly reducing the x-ray background. In our laboratory we
are currently performing experiments to demonstrate the improvement in sensi-
tivity using this technique and hope to publish our results during the next /ear

Now that we've looked at background, what about the size of the peak?
When an election beam is incident on a sample it interacts not just at the surface
but within an interaction volume. This volume is shaped somewhat like a pear --
narrow at the top and spherically shaped at the bottom. It turns out that the depth
range of 20 KV electrons in silicon or aluminum is about 3 microns, with a similar
lateral distance being excited. Since the thickness of the aluminum film we were
investigating was less than 1 micron, the majority of the volume being analyzed
was the silicon wafer rather than the aluminum film. This hurts us in two ways.
First, rather than being 0.5% in concentration, the copper atoms are now maybe
only 0.05% or less of the total atoms in the excitation volume. Second, we now
have a significant number of silicon x-rays in the spectrum. Since the detector
can only process one x-ray at a time, as we tie it up processing silicon x-rays it
is not available to process copper x-rays.

There are at least three ways to get around these problems. Reducing the
accelerating voltage on the SEM will reduce the penetration depth of the elec-
trons and result in a smaller excitation volume. This increases the effective con-
centration of the copper. However, the accelerating potential must be kept acwe
the K shell absorption edge in order to produce x-rays, and should normally oe at
least twice this energy. For copper the K shell absorption edge is 8.98 Kev. so
we would want to be at 18 KV or above for the SEM accelerating potential. 3c
this isn't a real good option for copper but is particularly effective for lightei ele-
ments.
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The aluminum film can also be made much thicker. In this way more of the

excitation volume can be filled with aluminum and copper, and less with silicon.

This is a good solution where practical, but in our case the engineers wanted to

sample on actual production wafers and weren't willing to make the films 3 mi-

crons thick.

Finally, you can collect the x-rays for a longer time. As long as the counts

in the peak are accumulating faster than the square root of the background

counts, eventually the peak will be distinguishable. It can be quite frustrating,

however, to find yourself in the opposite condition where you have collected an

x-ray spectrum for an hour or two and there is still no peak! Don't be deceived,

though - just because you don't see a peak doesn't mean that the element is not

there'

(By the way, for logistical reasons we finally established the analytical

method to be x-ray fluorescence spectrometry utilizing an energy-dispersive XRF

instrument that was already located on the production floor near the aluminum

evaporators.) •
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An Effective, Cost-Free Holder/Desiccator
for Storage of SEM Stubs

Glenn Walker and Jerry Hartenburg, Eastern Michigan

University, and Chris Edwards, University of Michigan

Two of the aggravations of effectively managing an EM unit are cost

containment and effective storage of targe numbers of specimens. For the

past several years we have enjoyed the benefits of a stub-storage box (for

pin-type stubs} available to microscopists without cost. These boxes, which

held micro-pipette tips, are regularly discarded by molecular biology and

biochemistry labs. In fact, since colleagues have recognized that we use their

spent plastic boxes, we have been inundated with boxes originally slated for

recycling. While several types of these boxes are available, most measure

approximately twelve cm by eight cm and have a plastic platform with ninety-

six holes. The boxes hold eight one-inch stubs and six half-inch stubs or thirty-

two half-inch stubs These contrast with commercially available specimen

mount holders which accommodate either four or twelve half-inch stubs and

cost at least a couple of dollars each. We find, since availability of the holders

is not limiting, that the boxes which are fitted wiEh a removable bottom are

preferable to those with a solidly molded casing. We gain easy access to the

bottom cf these boxes and either insert a packet of 'Drierite' wrapped in tissue

to prevent the escape of dust or pour in silicon desiccation beads. Unlike the

commercially available holders, these boxes provide a aesiccatet!

environment, are available at no cost and accommodate a large number ot

specimen holders. Our students and faculty are no longer inconvenienced by

a variety of stub-holding options such as drilling holes in wood or punching

holes in cardboard and storing these holders in assorted containers with a

desiccant. Further, specimen shelving allows large numbers of stubs to be

easily and efficiently stored in these like-sized boxes. •
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